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Abstract - In this paper, we investigate Wall-Modeled Large Eddy Simulation (WMLES) in a stairmand high-efficiency cyclone 

separator at two Reynolds numbers i.e. Re = 33,045 - 280,000. We compute the gas flow using the elliptic relaxation hybrid RANS/LES 

(ER-HRL). The model employs a wall integration linear eddy viscosity RANS model for the wall-adjacent region, and switches to the 

LES dynamic model in the bulk flow. At the lower Reynolds number i.e. Re = 33,045, we investigate the effect of varying cone bottom 

opening – rendering three different cyclone configurations – on cyclone performance. Flow statistics are reported at several locations 

across the cyclone axis where both mean and RMS values are observed. For high Reynolds number i.e. Re = 280,000, results are compared 

against LES and experimental databases from literature. Model predictions of mean flow are in good agreement with reference data, 

while higher-order moments i.e. RMS values are not very well predicted by the model despite following the same trend of 

experimental data. Results are in a global good agreement with LES and experimental data at a fraction of well-resolved LES CPU 

cost. This analysis will serve as a good basis for further investigation of cyclone grade efficiency using Lagrangian particle tracking.  
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1. Introduction 
Over the last few decades, reversed flow cyclones have been the most widely used dust separators in many industrial 

areas, from agro and pharma services to mining and petrochemical sectors. Despite its simple design concept, the 

performance optimization and flow dynamics of a cyclone separator are exceedingly complicated [1]. In order to overcome 

this complexity, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations have been used to assess the performance of cyclone 

separators giving a comprehensive inspection of the flow field [5-18]. The first cyclone CFD-based predictions go back to 

the early numerical simulations of a turbulent flow field in 1982 [2].  

In principle, cyclone performance can be assessed using Lagrangian particle tracking. This, in the first place, requires 

an accurate prediction for the underlying carrier fluid flow. Many endeavors have been made to predict the flow in gas 

cyclones using Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) turbulence models. In particular, Reynolds Stress Model (RSM) 

and the RNG have been investigated with scrutiny alongside Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT) to study cyclone 

collection efficiency [5-14; 19-33]. The swirling flow in such high-efficiency cyclones implies naturally prominent 

anisotropic effects at the wall vicinity. It was reported that the RSM model is well suited to handling such strong anisotropic 

effects [12-13; 34-35]. However, it was shown in several studies that the RSM is unable to accurately predict higher-order 

moments i.e. RMS velocity values [17, 29, 34, 36-38]. It is also worth mentioning that standard linear eddy viscosity (LEV) 

RANS models fail to predict the correct mean axial or tangential velocity profiles. This was outlined in the works of Hoekstra 

et al, 2000 [4], and Kaya et al, 2008 [39] by comparing the RNG  model results with the experimental data. Unlike 

RANS, LES gives a time-dependent solution with much fewer modeling errors. However, LES simulation can be very 

expensive, especially in the case of high Reynolds numbers and concurrent simulations between gas flow and discrete 

particles.  
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To the best of our knowledge, no cyclone separator study has been conducted before using the hybrid LES/RANS 

approach. The rationale behind this approach is to engage RANS mode near the wall (where mesh resolution can be stringent) 

and switch to LES in the outer flow region. This method proved to substantially reduce the required computer power relative 

to traditional LES without considerably compromising the accuracy [41]. In this paper, we use the elliptic relaxation hybrid 

RANS/LES (ER-HRL) model to investigate the swirling flow inside cyclone separator.  

 

2. Methodology  
In this section, the methodology for solving the gas flow is presented. Both mass and momentum conservation equations 

are solved with the elliptic relaxation (ER-HRL) as a hybrid RANS/LES turbulence model. In this study, we use T-Flows 

[42], which is a second-order accurate, unstructured, cell-centered, finite volume, in-house CFD code. The code was 

validated for many turbulent flow benchmarks in both canonical and complex flows [42 - 45].  
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We use the Linear Eddy Viscosity (LEV) approximation to close the Reynolds stress term that stems from averaging the 

non-linear advection term in the momentum conservation equation Eq. (1). Using the Boussinesq eddy viscosity assumption 

[46], the stress tensor is evaluated by the space-filtered velocity field, which is linked to the mean velocity gradients. Using 

this hypothesis, the Reynolds stress tensor reads: 
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where k is the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), and 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is the Kronecker delta. The subgrid-scale (SGS) eddy viscosity, υ𝑡 is 

then computed as the maximum of RANS and LES eddy viscosity values (as in Eq. 4). This serves as the first switching 

criterion between LES and RANS modes.  

 

υ𝑡 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(υ𝑡,𝑅𝐴𝑁𝑆 , υ𝑡,𝐿𝐸𝑆) (4) 

 

υ𝑡,𝑅𝐴𝑁𝑆 = 𝐶𝜇 𝑘 𝜏 𝜉 (5) 

  

υ𝑡,𝐿𝐸𝑆 =  (∆𝐿𝐸𝑆)2 𝐶𝑑𝑦𝑛 |𝑆| (6) 

  

Above 𝐶𝑑𝑦𝑛 is the dynamic Smagorinsky constant, and ∆𝐿𝐸𝑆 is the classical definition of LES cut-off length (the cubic 

root of cell volume), and |𝑆| =  √2𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑖𝑗 is the magnitude of the strain rate, 𝑆𝑖𝑗. The four-equation RANS model was first 

proposed by M. Hadziabic [48] to mitigate the scaling of computational cost with Reynolds number in turbulent wall-

bounded flows. The model was recently tested in complex industrial configurations, capturing with high accuracy the 

Eulerian statistics at high turbulence levels using relatively coarse meshes [42]. The model offers a second switching criterion 

which ensures a fast LES/RANS passage. This is accomplished through the blending function, 𝛼 (Eq. 13) which is 

incorporated in the TKE transport equation (Eq. 7), k to re-scale the dissipation rate, 휀. In the near-wall region, the model 
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acts in unsteady RANS (URANS) mode (where 𝛼 = 1), while away from the wall, alpha becomes larger than 1 since the 

characteristic length from the RANS energy-containing range becomes more prominent (Eq. 14). This results in damping of 

the TKE (Eq. 7), and hence diminishing υ𝑡,𝑅𝐴𝑁𝑆 (Eq. 5), which in turn activates the LES mode through Eq. 4. The RANS 

mode in this model is a four-equation model that transports the quantities 𝑘 −   휀 − 𝜉 − 𝐹 (Equations 7-10). This RANS 

model was shown to have a high level of robustness in a number of benchmarks [47]. For the LES mode, the Smagorinsky 

dynamic model is activated, which predicts the correct eddy viscosity needed to damp fluctuations in the near-wall region 

[48]. It was also noted by [42] that the backscatter of the dynamic LES subgrid-scale model ensures a smooth transition 

across the RANS-LES interface, which substantially mitigates the log-layer mismatch anomaly. 

 

𝐷𝑘

𝐷𝑡
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 Where 𝑃𝑘 =  υ𝑡 𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑖𝑗 is the production of TKE. The dissipation rate transport equation reads  
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Derived from 𝑣2 and k equations in Durbin [49], the transport equation of the normalized wall-normal stress reads  
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The elliptic-relaxation equation is then introduced to account for the inviscid wall-blocking effects with time and length 

scale limiters, 𝜏 and L as shown below 
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Model parameters were fixed in all simulations, and the values used are shown below in Table 1 for reproducibility. 
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Table 1: Model parameters 

Cµ 𝐶𝜀1 𝐶𝜀2 𝑐1 𝐶2
′  𝐶𝜏 𝐶𝐿 a 𝐶𝜂 𝐶𝛼 

0.22 1.4(1+0.012/ξ) 1.9 0.4 0.65 6.0 0.36 0.6 85 0.8 

 

As shown in Table 2, we consider three cyclone configurations based on cyclone bottom opening. Inlet velocity is set 

to have a uniform profile, the outlet is set as convective outflow boundary, and the no-slip condition is imposed for walls. 

For the pressure velocity coupling, we use the SIMPLE (semi-implicit method pressure-linked equations) algorithm, and for 

momentum equations’ discretization, the MinMod scheme is used. The time step size was prescribed to achieve a time-

accurate solution with the maximum Courant number (CFL) ≤1 throughout all the simulations. Mass density is set to 

1.205kg/m3 while molecular viscosity is 1.82e-5 kg·m−1·s−1. SnappyHexMesh tool in OpenFOAM v6 code was used to 

construct 325211-element mesh. To have a one-to-one comparison with LES and experimental databases [3, 4, 40], we probe 

mean and RMS velocity profiles at three positions across the cyclone axis (as in Fig. 1) as a function of the barrel diameter. 

Distances are measured from the dustbin entrance as position1, 1.015Dc; position 2, 1.16Dc: position 3, 1.52Dc (i.e. y1 = 

0.031456m, y2 = 0.03596m, y3 = 0.04712m). It is worth mentioning that the flow inside the cyclone geometry is naturally 

unstable due to anisotropic and swirling effects. This makes it quite challenging for the solver to converge the flow. For this 

sake, we recommend using a standard RANS model first to develop the flow across the cyclone axis. The model can then be 

swiftly switched from the RANS to the desired hybrid turbulence model once (at least) one flow-through time is achieved.  

 
                                     Table 2: Cyclone design parameters 

          
                                    Fig. 1: a) Velocity probes, b) cyclone parameter 

 

 

3. Results 
In this section, we show the results of the fluid flow simulation at both Reynolds numbers i.e. Re = 33,045 - 280,000 

based on cyclone barrel diameter and inlet velocity (Re = UinDc/υ). It must be noted that in the case of higher Reynolds 

number, the geometry was up-scaled by a factor of 9.36 to stay in the incompressible flow zone (Mach number < 0.3).  

Design parameters (m) Cyclone 1 Cyclone 2 Cyclone 3 

Body diameter, Dc 0.031 0.031 0.031 

Gas outlet diameter, De 0.0155 0.0155 0.0155 

Inlet height, a  0.0125 0.0125 0.0125 

Inlet width, b  0.005 0.005 0.005 

Cyclone height, H  0.077 0.077 0.077 

Cylinder height, h  0.031 0.031 0.031 

Gas outlet duct length, S 0.0155 0.0155 0.0155 

Vortex finder extension, V 0.0325 0.0325 0.0325 

Cone bottom opening, B 0.0194 0.0116 0.005 

Bin collector height, C 0.03 0.03 0.03 
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3.1. Re = 34,045 
To analyze the sensitivity of cyclone performance to the bottom cone-diameter, we show the results of the three cyclones 

at relatively low turbulence level i.e. Re = 34,045. As shown in Figure 2 below, Mean and RMS velocity profiles are plotted 

at the three probe locations mentioned above. Turbulence statistics are gathered after 40 units of integral timescale i.e. 𝜏𝐼= 

𝐷𝑐/𝑈𝑖𝑛 over a time interval of another 40 time units, where the flow could be assumed statistically stationary. As shown in 

Fig. 3-a, mean and RMS tangential velocities increase when decreasing the cone bottom diameter, B which is due to mass 

conservation. It is also noticed that the tangential velocity profiles almost do not change when decreasing the cone bottom 

diameter below 0.0116m. This is not surprising since the mass flow rate going through the collector bin is decreasing until 

it vanishes when dimension B nullifies. At this point, the swirling mass flow as a whole will go up towards the vortex finder 

upon reaching the bottom of the cyclone cone. On the other hand, looking at the axial mean velocity profiles, we see that 

cyclone 1 and 3 are rather following the same trend, while for RMS values we observe that cyclone 2 and 3 profiles have the 

same behavior at the cyclone barrel section (position 3). 
 

 
Fig. 2: Mean and RMS velocity profiles; a) tangential component left, b) axial component right. Velocities are computed for each 

cyclone at different locations at Re = 33,045. Results are reported for the ER-HRL model. 

 

3.2. Re = 280,000 

In this section, we show the results of the ER-HRL model predictions at approximately one order of magnitude higher 

Reynolds number. Results are compared against each of the well-resolved LES data from Derksen, 2003 [3], LES data by 

Jose et al, 2012 [40], and the experimental data by Hoekstra, 2000 [4]. It was verified that the ER-HRL model is running in 

active wall-modeled LES mode throughout the simulation. This was observed by computing the eddy to molecular viscosity 

ratio along with the three measuring probes, where recorded values were between 25-55. From Fig. 3a-b, it can be noticed 

that the model predicts the mean flow globally. However, the peak of the mean tangential velocity is slightly underpredicted 

as in Fig. 3-a. On the other hand, it could be noticed that RMS values are overpredicted for the tangential velocity (Fig. 3a) and 

underpredicted for the axial component (Fig. 3b). Nonetheless, RMS values still agree with the same trend as the experimental 

data. The deviation in results from pure LES data could be attributed to the model incapability of proper treatment to the 

boundary layer in such a highly anisotropic swirling flow.  
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Fig. 3: Mean and RMS velocity profiles at Re = 280,000; a) Axial component (left), b) Tangential component (right). Black symbols 

refer to the experimental data by Hoekstra [3], blue and green lines represent LES results from Jose et al, 2012 and Derksen 

respectively [40,3], and red dashed lines are own results from the ER-HRL model for cyclone 1. 

 

4. Conclusion 
In this study, the ER-HRL model was investigated in a stairmand high-efficiency gas cyclone at two Reynolds 

number limits i.e. Re = 33,045 – 280,000. For the lower Reynolds number, three cyclone models based on the bottom 

cone diameter were compared to study the sensitivity of flow statistics to cyclone design. For the high Reynolds number, 

we compare model predictions to LES and experimental databases from literature. Mean and RMS velocity profiles are 

reported at different locations across cyclone axis. Results show that the model is able to predict the mean flow using 

relatively very coarse mesh. Although RMS values are following the same trend of the experiment, axial RMS velocity 

profiles were shown to be slightly underpredicted, while the RMS values of the tangential component are quite 

overpredicted. Given that the swirling flow in this benchmark is highly anisotropic at the wall region, authors argue that 

this discrepancy could be attributed to the deficiency of RANS models based on linear eddy viscosity models in handling 

swirling flows with strong anisotropic effects. This was also noticed in previous studies [4, 39]. Based on the good 

results obtained by Jose et al, 2012 [40] with a relatively coarse mesh, it is worth investigating in the following steps to 

test the model in LES dynamic mode with no active wall modeling. This investigation will be important for the next 

step of the ongoing research - studying cyclone separation efficiency using Lagrangian particle tracking. 
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